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Looking Ahead
Ports are not only confronted with a constant 
demand for faster turnaround times and 
higher terminal productivity, but also a need 
to achieve optimal security and safety. 
And shareholders see both growth and 
profitability as sine qua non to survive. 
The competitive landscape and business 
environment today present many 
uncertainties, putting the most experienced 
executives to test. Ports nowadays are a 
nodal point in one or more transport chains,   

which need to be dynamically reconfigured 
when the situation so demands. More 
efficiency, automation and smarter port 
logistics are often cited as the right remedies 
next to infrastructural improvements. 
Experion takes on the mandate to create 
end-to-end visibility for port users, ensure 
transparency in business processes and 
presents information intelligently, sourcing 
data from embedded technologies such as 
IoT and RFID.
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Digitally Driven

Such digital innovation would trigger the 
modernization of ports and act as a key 
enabler in enhancing efficiency. However, 
digital transformation is not about 
technology alone. It is also about 
future-proofing businesses, and is aligned 
with the strategic intent of the port. Digital 
transformation brings changes at the 
technology and business levels. 

Experion thus helps customers elevate their 
ports to the global benchmark. By being a 
solution-provider and a technology-enabled 
innovator, Experion helps customers devise 
strategies and facilitate execution. Going 
digital is the only way forward.



Safety, Efficiency, 
Security & Growth with 
xPort®
xPort® is a cloud-ready, modular system with automated workflows, aimed at 
providing complete transparency for port operations. The solution has been built
by international maritime experts and is suitable for managing operations of 
multiple ports and terminals in each port authority. 

xPort® is built around the concept of ‘Digital Port’, enabling port authorities to 
create value, increase the port’s  competitiveness and achieve overall operational 
excellence. xPort® allows port authorities, terminal operators and port state control 
to take an active role in optimizing operations. The product is developed as a 
scalable, collaborative platfform for information sharing to address the needs of 
multiple stakeholders.
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 xPort® Benefits:

Effective management of ships calling the port

Comprehensive vessel reports

Better management of cargo

Optimal management of port assets

Improved port security & access control

Efficient exchange of information among port stakeholders

Automated invoicing

Ease of customer and vendor management

Quick view of accruals & cost figures

Insight into IMDG cargo 

Easy-to-use, role-based dashboards

Insightful KPIs

Extensive vessel library

Integration with RFID and AIS devices

Extended glossary of maritime terminology

Compatibility with tablets and smartphones
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 xPort® is designed for:

Port Authorities (Service Port - Public/Private, 
Tool Port, Landlord Port, Corporatized Port)

Port State Control (PSC)/Coast Guard

Terminal Operators

Dry-port Operators

xPort® integrates POS, TOS and VTS 
functions in one solution! The roadmap 
includes a Global Maritime Single Window 
compliant solution that will enhance the 
port's competitive strength and reduce 
logistics costs through fast and accurate 
transfers, sharing and re-use of information 
in the port community.
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xPort® : Future-proof 
Solution from Experion
xPort® is crafted to be a future-proof 
solution guaranteed to transform port 
operations. Modular and built on a scalable 
and robust cloud architecture, xPort® is one 
solution that can be used in multiple ports 
and multiple terminals of the port. The 
product has been designed as a responsive 
port operations management system, 
providing end-to-end control right from 
planning to execution in real-time.  

We take a customer-centric approach and 
keep a close eye on the entire port 
community because the right solution 
considers vertical and horizontal 
digitization and fine-tuned processes. 

We speak the maritime language and 
translate the potential value of emerging 
technologies. Experion uses meticulous 
planning to avoid disruption of work with 
well-defined protocols for deployment, 
transition, data migration, integration and 
training as part of the xPort® roll-out. 
Experion brings experts with a solid 
foundation in port operations, shipping, 
logistics, modelling, mathematics, 
statistics, computer science and 
engineering.
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Functional Architecture
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Port and Maritime 
Traffic under Control
Port operations are 24/7/365, and vessel 
calls must be well planned and executed. 
xPort® ensures that data about each vessel 
is available real time, delivering valuable 
information for pilotage, vessel inspection 
and incident management. 

AIS information provides ship information 
over navigable waterways and approach 
channels. xPort® provides a radio-log and 
works on integration with VDES (VHF Data 
Exchange System).

Security is a high priority for every port. 
Terrorism, theft and smuggling are threats 
that can have a serious impact on port 
infrastructure. The port handles cargo worth 
a great deal of money and is of societal 
significance. Therefore Experion has opted 
to link vessel, cargo, vehicles and people 
details in one solution for optimum security.

The demarcating line between seaport- 
hinterland activities is diffused, and therefore 
a wider coverage is needed in order to gain  
full control. Experion brings visibility in port, 
transport and logistics processes and 
delivers Business Intelligence for further 
analysis and decision making.
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Journey of Partnership
We believe that implementing xPort®, 
a strategic tool for organizational 
performance, is a journey of partnership. 
It is also understandable that onboarding 
stakeholders of a large enterprise to adopt 
new systems is no easy job. It needs 
appreciation of the larger goals of the 
organization, willingness to collaborate for 
positive change and comprehension of how 
workflows and technology components 
interact. Our implementation team comprises 
of maritime business practitioners who 
understand the intricacies of business 
process flow.

Years of functional experience enable them to 
transition systems effectively. There is 
meticulous planning for avoiding disruption 
of work and there are well laid protocols for 
deployment, transition, data migration, 
integration and training as part of the xPort® 
roll-out. Our implementation mandates are 
driven by business objectives of the port and 
the derived RoI.
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Our customer, a state port authority in South 
America, was confronted with rising costs in
spite of near-flat revenue growth. Mounting 
manpower costs and semi-manual 
processes were crippling operations, 
creating dissatisfied customers. Technology 
enablement was in disconnected islands. 
In-house IT expertise was inadequate to 
support even the existing disparate systems.

Experion maritime experts engaged with the 
customer team to re-engineer the business
processes, and configured xPort®, deploying 
the Web and Mobile components. Cloud
deployment helped the customer to move 
beyond ageing in-house IT infrastructure.

Success Story
One of the key IT challenges faced by the 
port authority was the incompatibility of 
data-islands covering various port functions. 
xPort® helped the port senior management 
to get an integrated view of the entire 
operations near real time. The integrated 
approach helped reduce the administrative 
cost of operations by 30% within a period of 
three months from the deployment of 
xPort®. The optimized planning of berth and 
yard services helped increase capacity 
utilization by 20%. Field users could access 
xPort® using low cost tablets at locations 
such as wharves and gates. This helped 
avoid expensive handheld devices reducing 
the deployment cost of mobile hardware 
substantially. Today the port runs fully on
cloud and is poised to grow on xPort® with 
practically no additional IT infrastructure
demands.
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Cloud-ready

Multi-tenant architecture

Optimized for mobile and tablet devices

Built on open source technologies

Compliant with IMO, WCO and EU guidelines

Conforms to IMO FAL Convention

Compliant to data security standards

Workflow-driven

Notifications and alerts

Push SMS and email messages

Multilingual options

Low Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)

Advantage xPort®
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Global Offices
India

Experion Technologies (I) Pvt Ltd.
407, 4th Floor, Thejaswini, Technopark Campus 
Thiruvananthapuram - 695 581 
Tel: +91 471 3047317, 3047312
Email: sales@experionglobal.com 

802, 8th Floor, Lulu Cyber Tower 1, Infopark SEZ, 
Kakkanad, Kochi – 682042 
Tel: +0484-3067301, 3067306, 3067309 
Email: sales@experionglobal.com 

Australia
Experion Technologies Australia Pty Ltd.
Suite 5, 20 Cato Street 
Hawthorn East, Victoria 3123 
Email: satheesh.baskaran@experionglobal.com 

USA
Experion Technologies USA Inc.
15305, Dallas Parkway, Suite 300 
Addison, Texas 75001 
Tel: (210)-792-8995, (214)-396-3150 
Email: manoj.balraj@experionglobal.com 

Germany
Experion GmbH
Poststr.15 
D-76669 Bad Schoenborn 
Tel: +49 170 3122064 
Email: vinod.balakrishna@experionglobal.com

Switzerland
Experion Technologies Sàrl
43 Boulevard Georges - Favon 
1204 GENEVA 
Tel: +41 792009990 
Email: myron.ratnavale@experionglobal.com

UK
Experion Technologies UK Ltd.
238A Kingston Road, New Malden, Surrey, 
KT3 3RN, United Kingdom 
Email: sales@experionglobal.com 

Netherlands
Experion Global p/a 
Ambachtsherenlaan 21 3271 TM, 
Mijnsheerenland, Netherlands
Email: martin.debel@experionglobal.com 
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About Experion
Built on the foundations of digital technologies, 
Experion is into products & services in the Retail, 
Transportation, Healthcare and Financial 
Services sectors. A global company with direct 
presence in 8 countries and partners in other 
geographies, Experion has customers in all 
continents. 

Apart from own IP initiatives with FieldMax® and 
xPort® in the FMCG/Retail and Maritime 
transport domains, Experion takes up Product 
Engineering as a service, securely handling third 
party IP. This includes building products from the 
ground up, spanning ideas to product 
development, or re-platforming products onto the 
digital domain with proven expertise in product 
lifecycle services. Today Experion products touch 
over 3.5 million users across 26 countries 
worldwide, many of them being part of 
mission-critical functions.

Over the last decade, Experion has 
been awarded multiple times for 
innovation and growth. It was featured in 
Red Herring’s 100 fastest growing companies 

two years in a row. In 2013, FieldMax® found its 
way to the NASSCOM/Frost & Sullivan product 
quadrant for notable products built in India. The 
company was rated by Deloitte as one among 
the top 500 fastest growing technology 
companies in APAC in 2016 and 2017. 

In 2016, Experion also won the IoT Product of 
the Year award from the US-based IoT Evolution 
Magazine. In 2017 Experion was ranked among 
the top 50 fast growing technology companies 
in India by Deloitte. In 2018, APAC CIO Outlook 
magazine ranked Experion among the top 25 
Retail IT solution providers in the APAC region. 
We are also rated among the fastest growing 
companies in America by Inc. Magazine as part 
of their Inc. 5000 ranking for 2018.  

Remaining focused on performance and 
productivity, Experion believes in delivering RoI 
to customers, primarily in the enterprise space, 
by wiring up many unexplored possibilities 
with help from digital.
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